
Year 2004  2003

Number of employees  7,301    7,184

Average age  32.59 years old   32.79 years old 

Average number of years of employment     6.09 years   5.90 years

Employee count   Percentage   Employee count   Percentage

Education level

Graduate school or higher   969  13.27%   758 10.55%

University and college  5,789    79.30%     5,772   80.35%

Senior high school   526 7.20%     630 8.77%

Below senior high school   17  0.23%   24 0.33%

Apart from adhering to high professional standards and
striving to be the leading innovator in the financial indus-
try, Chinatrust Financial Holding Company also endeav-
ors to be an exemplary corporate citizen, with a strong
commitment to make the following contributions: 

Establishing the “Chinatrust Foundation” 
This foundation was established on 2 November 2004,
with the main target of providing financial assistance and
support to underprivileged or disabled children.
Through the whole year’s volunteer activities, Chinatrust
Financial Holding Company cultivates the corporate
benevolent culture and achieves the “Love for kids”
objective in the company.

Holding the “Light up a Life” fundraising campaign
This event was held since 1985, and was the first fundrais-
er in aid of underprivileged children organized by a local
enterprise. In the last two decades, it has accumulated a
total fund of around NT$300 million, helping 48,766
children, through a total of 28 charitable organizations. 

Financial aid for victims of natural disasters
Donation of NT$10 million in July 2004 in aid of those
who suffered from damages and injuries caused by
typhoon Mindulle in July 2004. Contributing NT$10 mil-
lion in January 2005 to victims of the disastrous tsunami
which struck South Asia.

Sponsoring developments in arts and culture
Sponsoring more than 20 Arts & Cultural events from
2001 to 2004, including exclusive exhibitions such as the
“Ancient Egyptian Art of the Louvre”, “A Century of
German Genius”, to promote the standard and develop-
ment of arts in the country, and to contribute to people’s
overall quality of life. 

Adopt-a-garden project at “Chiang Kai-shek 
Memorial Hall”
From October 2001 to September 2006, this project will
provide the public with a comfortable and relaxing
“green” surrounding while beautifying and effectively
preserving the environment around the city. 
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Chinatrust Venture Capital Corp.
Leveraging Chinatrust’s vast client base, marketing net-
work and professionals, the company aims to provide cus-
tomers with a total capital solution together with other
subsidiaries by tapping into the resources of the Group.
The future business plan of Chinatrust Venture Capital is:

1. Introducing international cooperation opportunities
To introduce strategic partnerships and advanced tech-
nology transfer opportunities in due time with the help
of long-established relationship between Chinatrust and
international investment community to bring about more
competitive edges to Taiwan businesses.

2. Better allocation of Chinatrust’s resources to service
high priority clients
To seek out emerging industries and companies with
high growth potentials by leveraging on Chinatrust’s
extensive bank service coverage and comprehensive
financial service resources, and to provide enterprise
investment, management and financial consulting service
in early start-up periods supplemented by strict risk con-
trol system.

Chinatrust Asset Management Company
1. Actively dealing with existing NPLs and participating 
in various public auctions
The company will be actively managing its own NPLs 
and be continuously participating in domestic auctions
through open bidding market. With participation in
NPLs auctions, we wish to discover reasonable pricing in
NPLs market, and enhance the profitability of the 
company. 

2. Continuously looking for profitable investment 
opportunity in Asia
Under the requirements of the Ministry of Finance
(MOF) to lower the NPL ratio, the overall NPL ratio as
defined by MOF of all banks has brought down to 2.8%
at the end of 2004. Under the circumstances, besides cap-
turing the residual local business opportunities, the com-
pany has to expand into Asia region other than Taiwan,
with the hope to enhance its capacity to deal with NPLs
and to increase profitability.
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Corporate Social Responsibility
mission

The Family of Chinatrust Financial Holding Company
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